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EDITO
To adapt and evolve
The year 2020 has been overwhelmed by the arrival of Covid-19,
weakening a little more the most disadvantaged, the development of
projects of companies, putting on hold a certain number of our
international activities and most of the planned mobilities.
After a few weeks of reduced activity for the team, we had to bounce
back, propose online activities, accept not to meet face to face, and
adapt. Also, we had to train and master these new tools that are now
well known to everyone: Zoom is becoming the reference tool, whether
we like it or not.
The year 2020 is also a turning point for the association, which obtained
the approval to receive young volunteers in Civic Service, and hired a
management assistant and a communication officer: the team is
growing!
The reduction in activity also meant taking the time to redefine the
association's project and to strengthen our partnership with the
Mouvement du Nid Martinique. Thus, the project of the creation of a
shared place between the two associations was born: Le Trois Lieu. The
first stone is laid, we will have to wait until next year to discover this
space which wants to be feminist, citizen and a bridge between the
Caribbean and Europe.
The year 2020 was rich in emotion and full of uncertainties, but it is
always with more passion that the team learnt how to bounce back and
prepare a year 2021 that promises to be extraordinary.
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NEWS FROM D'ANTILLES ET D'AILLEURS
In 2020, D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs has undergone two important changes in terms
of visibility:
◊ A new website : http://www.dantillesetdailleurs.org/
This new site includes all the actions and projects of D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs,
based on the official graphic charter of the structure. It also highlights the local
partnerships, the mobilities carried out and the people reached, and includes a
resource center gathering all the tools created by D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs and its
international and local partners.
◊ A new logo: D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs modernized its logo in 2020 with a rounder,
more readable format and a new font.

STRENGTHENING THE COLLABORATION WITH
OUR LOCAL PARTNERS
During the year 2020, several actions and activities had to be postponed or
cancelled due to the COVID-19 health crisis and the repeated lock downs.
However, this year also saw the emergence of solidarity and numerous
exchanges with different organizations and institutions at the local level, in
order to elaborate together projects to help people in need during the
crisis and to prepare the best possible actions after the crisis.
Thus, the year 2020 has allowed us to create and strengthen local
partnerships of D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs with neighborhood associations,
organizations, institutions: Emergences Secourisme / Mouvement du Nid /
Culture Egalité / CAESM / CEMEA / Madin KB / DJSCS .
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIONS

◊ Mobility of young people
Partner countries: Greece / Portugal / Finland / Italy / Cyprus /
Sint Maarten
◊ Cooperation projects with an international dimension
Partner countries: Greece / Bulgaria / Cyprus / Poland / Spain /
Turkey / Italy / France / Kenya / Ecuador / India / Portugal /
Madagascar / Dominica / Luxemburg / Peru / Belgium /
Germany / Slovenia / Serbia / Lithuania / Romania
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GLOBAL FIGURES 2020

18

9

YOUNG PEOPLE & YOUTH
WORKERS WHO WENT
ON MOBILITY

LOCAL PROJECTS
IMPLEMENTED

21
FINANCIAL
SUPPORTS
12

INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTS SET UP

+120

PARTNERS AROUND
THE WORLD
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YOUTH
&
INTERNATIONAL
MOBILITY

YOUTH & INTERNATIONAL
MOBILITY

6 E-CONFERENCES ET
WEBINARS WERE HELD
ON MOBILITY

18 MOBILITIES
CARRIED OUT BY
YOUNG PEOPLE

+300 PEOPLE HAVE BEEN
SENSITIZED TO
EDUCATIONAL MOBILITY

10 INFORMATION
STANDS SET UP

This year, the Covid-19 crisis had a strong impact on several activities of
D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs and in particular on the mobility projects, due to the
health crisis and the governmental measures put in place in different countries
during the year.
Six young people from D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs were in mobility in Europe at the
beginning of the crisis in March/April, so an adapted and reinforced
accompaniment was provided to these young people in order to ensure their
well-being and safety.
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◊ 2 young people on a long term volunteering, in Finland.
A regular follow-up was set up with these 2 volunteers and with the partners in
order to ensure their safety in the city where they were and in the
implementation of their volunteering activities. A regular follow-up of the
situation in Finland during the crisis was also done, until their return after the
first wave of Covid-19, respectively in July and September.
◊ 4 young people volunteering in Portugal and Greece
The end of the volunteering experience for these young people was scheduled
for March and April 2020, during the Covid-19 crisis. In order to allow the safe
return of these young people, a reinforced accompaniment has been put in
place, in collaboration with the host partners, local partners (DJSCS, City of
Lamentin), with the French Agency Erasmus+ Youth and Sport and with the
French Embassies in the respective countries. New flights were taken due to
cancellations of previous flights taking into account all security measures issued
by the French government and minimizing external contacts. A document
containing all the information and security measures was sent to them and a
follow-up was carried out throughout their return journey, thus allowing the
young people to return to Martinique in complete safety.
In addition to that, a reinforced accompaniment was carried out during the
volunteers' stay during Covid-19 in order to ensure moral support, to reassure
them and to inform them regularly of the evolution of the situation. Different
online activities were also proposed during the first lock down between the
volunteers of D'Antilles and D'Ailleurs in Europe in order to allow them to
exchange with other young people living the same experience as them and to
propose activities and occupations during the confinement.
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In terms of mobility, during the year 2020, mainly before the beginning of the
Covid-19 crisis, different people from Martinique had the opportunity to go
abroad to train and develop their skills and knowledge.
Thus :
- 8 young people were able to participate in mobilities and exchanges where
they had the opportunity to meet their peers in Europe, to exchange around
themes of common interest (employment, culture...) and to develop their skills
and knowledge during workshops and activities using non-formal methods.
- 10 young people had the opportunity to participate in 2 and 12 months
European volunteering and to live a civic engagement experience in another
country. They were able to discover another culture and acquire useful skills for
their socio-professional integration by carrying out missions of general interest.
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A. YOUTH MOBILITY
YOUTH EXCHANGE
Greece – Kokkino Nero – March 2020 – When the Environment Creates
4 young people from Martinique went to Greece, to Kokkino Nero, where they
exchanged with about thirty young people from different European countries
(Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Turkey and Greece)
in order to exchange around the preservation of the environment and the fight
against youth unemployment to see the economic impact of the use or abuse of
natural resources and, from there, try to find ways to create jobs and other
employment opportunities to help preserve and protect them.
St Marteen – January 2020 – Act Local - Change Global
4 young people from Martinique participated in a youth exchange in St Marteen,
with participants from Aruba, Anguilla, Croatia, Turkey and St Marteen, in order
to exchange around the theme of youth engagement at the local level in order
to bring about change at the global level, particularly in terms of environmental
protection and climate change.

EUROPEAN VOLUNTEERS
Greece, Lefkas
In March and April 2020, two young people traveled to Lefkas, Greece to
participate in a 2-month volunteer program around the implementation of
environmental protection activities. During the volunteering, the activities were
adapted to be carried out remotely due to the increase of COVID-19 cases and
security measures.
Grèce, Ionnanina
In December 2020, a young person went to Ionnanina in Greece in order to carry
out a 2-month voluntary service where he set up various activities around the
creation of online communication tools and a website in order to promote the
solidarity activities of the host structure.
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Portugal, Faro
In March and April 2020, two young people went to Faro Portugal to participate
in the implementation of activities in partnership with local associations of Faro,
in favor of children from Roma communities in the city. During the volunteering,
the activities were adapted to be carried out remotely due to the increase of
COVID-19 cases and security measures.
Finland, Lemi
A young volunteer from Martinique traveled to Lemi in November 2019 on a long
term volunteer program, during which she implemented educational, culinary,
and cross-cultural activities for rural children and youth.
Finland, Rautavaara
A young woman from Martinique went to Finland in September 2019 to
participate in an 11-month volunteer program. She took part in the daily
activities of the association and in the organization of intercultural and
European projects around different themes related to solidarity and inclusion.
Italy, Palermo
Following the two-month volunteering in 2019, one of the two volunteers went
back to Italy in the same organization to do a long-term volunteering of ten
months and continue the activities implemented in favor of children of migrant
families in Palermo. Having found a job in the first quarter of 2020, she ended
her volunteering to work.
Cyprus, Lefkosia
A young woman from Martinique went to Cyprus in November 2019 to
participate in a long-term European volunteering program around the
implementation of local activities related to entrepreneurship and the
implementation of cultural initiatives; in favor of other volunteers and the local
population
Cyprus, Nicosia
A young woman from Martinique participated in a 10-month long term
volunteering program in Nicosia with the association YEU, around the
implementation of activities promoting the inclusion of refugees and migrants
in Nicosia.
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B. MY ISLAND OR ABROAD, I GET INVOLVED
In 2020, DA&DA set up the project "Mon île ou ailleurs, je m'engage" (My island
or abroad, I get involved), whose objectives are: to allow young people in
Martinique to benefit from increased accompaniment allowing them to
overcome the obstacles they face and encouraging their participation in
educational mobility projects; to develop the participation and commitment of
young people in their territory in order to allow them to develop transversal
competences and to take ownership of their spaces.
To this end, information meetings on educational mobility and commitment
have been set up throughout the territory, reinforced support has been
provided to young people going on a mobility trip (workshops to prepare before
departure, individualized follow-up), locally adapted communication tools have
been created, and training sessions for Martinique's youth actors on mobility
schemes have been set up.
Due to the Covid-19 crisis and the decrease in the number of mobilities initially
planned, some activities have been adapted, modified or added:
- Facebook lives on mobility and commitment have been set up to inform youth
actors and young people about different educational mobility schemes for
young people.
- Online conferences have been set up with Martinique youth actors to present
mobility programmes and schemes.
- Partnerships with French Guiana and Guadeloupe, within the framework of the
Antilles-Guiana Committee, have been strengthened and have led to the
development of various projects related to youth mobility and also to the joint
submission of an application for the Europe Direct Centre Antilles-Guiana label.
- Setting up of stands in the framework of the Martinique Civic Service Tour in
order to present local and international mobility and youth engagement
schemes.
- Continuity of actions and strengthening of the partnership with the members
of COMOB - COllectif de la MOBilité en Martinique (collective of mobility in
Martinique).
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C. INVOLVED YOUTH
TESTIMONY OF A YOUNG PERSON WHO WENT ON MOBILITY
« My name is Laura, from Martinique. I will turn 26 years old soon. And I am on a
volunteer mission in Finland from 2019 to 2020. I'm going to do a European
Solidarity Corps for a year in Finland, this should give me the time I need to
learn the language and enjoy the activities and traditions associated with the
different seasons. I invite you to go on an adventure, don't be afraid of the
language barrier, the temperature, the discrimination, the distance from family,
not having dachine and breadfruit.... Leave! Leave to come back; leave to have
something to share; leave to learn; leave to discover yourself; leave because it's
free; leave because it feels good. »
Laura
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YOUTH HOSTED BY DA&DA
◊ Salomé
Salomé participated in a 6-month civic service at D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs that
started in September 2020. Within this framework she participated in the
implementation of several local actions of the structure in favor of vulnerable
populations (women and youth), especially those most affected by the crisis.
◊ Chloé
In 2020, Chloe did an internship as part of her studies at D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs,
in the administration department and thus supported the administrator in her
tasks.
◊ Owan
Owan started a civic service at D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs at the beginning of 2020,
in order to participate in the activities of the youth and mobility pole. However,
due to the COVID-19 crisis and the lockdown cancelling all planned activities, he
decided he would end his civic service prematurely.
◊ Julie
Julie participated in a one-year European volunteering program at D'Antilles et
D'Ailleurs which ended in 2020 and during which she set up several actions and
activities on the territory to disseminate information and raise awareness on
European mobility programs.
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CITIZEN
LABORATORY

PARTICIPANTS IN THE ACTIVITIES
MEN
15.8%

WOMEN
84.2%

MORE THAN 450
PEOPLE REACHED BY
THE ACTIVITIES

7 PRIORITY
NEIGHBOURHOODS OF
THE TOWN IMPACTED IN
MARTINIQUE

MORE THAN 200
PEOPLE MADE AWARE
OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

15 BUSINESS
PROJECT LEADERS
SUPPORTED
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InnoVolga
The Volga ka fé project was born out of consultation between the inhabitants of
the neighborhood, members of the Volga-Plage Citizen's Council and the
ADNPV association, volunteers from the NGO D'Antilles et D'ailleurs, the Lokal
Life collective and the Poubél Bagay association. The project aims to raise
awareness and contribute to changing the behaviour of the inhabitants of the
Volga Plage neighborhood with regard to waste sorting and recycling, by
reinforcing their sense of citizenship and active participation.
InnoVolga consists of two main areas, dealt with in workshops with the citizens
of the neighborhood:
Ecological portrait workshops: constitution of working circles; strengths and
resources of the neighborhood; actors, roles and functions of waste
management; design of a questionnaire to collect data on sorting habits;
identification of waste and collection points, discovery outings, evaluation of the
potential of flows.
Material workshops: making plastic and aluminium recycling machines and
learning how to use them in the neighborhood by using the waste collected by
the inhabitants.
InnoVolga ended at the end of 2020 and during the project 6 eco-citizen
workshops were held for and with more than 50 participants, and an ecological
portrait of the neighborhood as seen by its inhabitants was produced. In
addition, 2 ecobinaries were organized as part of the EWWR, focusing in
particular on the making of organic washing powder.
Finally, several videos were produced and posted on Youtube as part of the
project on the workshops carried out, the manufacture of the recycling furnace,
the transformation of plastic, etc.
Link to the Playlist
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Contest: Jenes Wobè pa ka fè lafet
In partnership with companies, neighborhood associations, CCAS, youth
associations, a cascading grant through a call for projects (contest), is set up to
support 3 initiatives led by young people. The aim of the contest is to encourage
and promote the commitment and initiatives of young people in relation to
environmental protection and active citizenship. The 3 initiatives will be
accompanied in the preparation, realization and follow-up of their projects and
will thus be able to appropriate and to familiarise themselves with the tools and
skills necessary to move from idea to concrete action.
In 2019, the contest, open exclusively to young people from the priority
neighborhoods of Le Robert, was a great success, with a good visibility both on
social networks with more than 3000 people reached and nearly 1000 online
votes, and on the institutional level, by "re-branding" the image of young people
in the urban policy districts. Among the winners, the prize enabled Gilles
Sylvestre to complete his hygiene training, to define a graphic charter, to launch
his catering business using local produce and his grandmother's traditional
recipes ("Kay sympa"), and for Gynel C (a team made up of two sisters and a
brother) to invest in audio-visual equipment to improve the quality of the videos
produced to promote sports practices and sportsmen and women in Martinique
and to form an association to develop their business.
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the jury and the opening of applications had to be
postponed to 2021. In 2020, however, two writing workshops were held to help
young people formalise their project idea. Two radio appearances were made to
promote and present the project and more than 10,000 young people were
reached on social networks via the communication campaigns put in place.
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Training: Je donne des ailes à mon idée (I give wings to my idea)
The aim of the "Je donne des ailes à mon idée" (I give wings to my idea) project
is to stimulate the entrepreneurial spirit of the beneficiaries of the PLIE (Local
Integration and Employment Plan) by developing the aptitudes and skills
identified in each beneficiary. The project starts with a diagnosis of the person
and his/her skills and continues with the acquisition of knowledge, know-how
and life skills in order to better respond to the needs of the labour market and/or
business creation.
Training cycles have been set up to enable participants to learn to observe their
environment in order to detect a business opportunity, to target a project
according to individual capacities and circumstances, to formalise an economic
project with a structured and reliable methodology and to move from the idea
to the formalisation of a project.
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the third cycle of the project had to be adapted to a
distance learning format. For this purpose, different tools and methods known
to the beneficiaries were used (such as WhatsApp) and some beneficiaries were
also trained to use Zoom. During this last cycle, 3 people participated in the
workshops and benefited from post-workshop support to accompany them in
their professional and/or business project.
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ARTE MOUN : L'Art de nous-même (Art of ourselves)
The Arte Moun project is inspired by the ArteMigrante Festival in Valencia
(initiated by the Jarit association, a partner of DA&DA) and aims to make the
voice of vulnerable groups, victims of discrimination, known and recognized
through a convivial moment around art and culture. The aims of the project are
to encourage collective initiatives, which encourage the gathering of inhabitants
around the transmission of culture, to improve the living environment in the
neighborhoods by encouraging artistic production and creating artistic events
in the urban spaces and to fight against discrimination.
The project is divided into 3 phases:
Reflection: Setting up brainstorming workshops and elaborating messages and
freeing up speech with different audiences who are victims of discrimination.
Passage: Translation of the messages into works of art through meetings
between the participants of the workshops and the artists.
Demonstration: Two-day Festival, during which the general public is invited to
discover the messages of the different groups and meet them and the artists.
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the workshops and the festival had to be postponed
until 2021.
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"Mon île ou ailleurs: #Jemengage: Martinique (My island or
elsewhere, I get involved)
The mission of the project "Mon île ou ailleurs #je m'engage: Martinique" (My
island or elsewhere, I get involved) is to promote and strengthen the active
participation in civil society of vulnerable young people, living in rural areas of
Martinique, facing difficulties that are social, economic (unemployment,
precarious employment), geographical (from rural areas and living in an
outermost region) and educational (NEET, school dropout/failure, early school
leavers).
To this end, two types of workshops are set up for young people in rural
Martinique. The first workshops inform young people about access to social
rights and make them aware of the importance of their active participation in
civil society. The second workshop introduces the young people to the creation
of voxpop and develops their technical and digital skills in terms of video editing
and reflection on the content of the interviews. Following these workshops, the
young people go to their local communities to interview other young people
and to make portraits of young people. These videos will be presented at final
events in the presence of elected representatives, local partners, young people,
media and the local population.
In 2020, several meetings and planning were carried out with local structures
and partners in order to set up the workshops. However, the implementation of
the workshops has been postponed to 2021 due to the November 2020
lockdown.
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Eco-citizenship : Re-Store
Re-Store is a collaborative initiative created by the eco-citizen collective Lokal
Life, the association D'Antilles & D'Ailleurs and Axelle, content creator. Re-Store is
an event that gives a second life to clothes and accessories, while discovering
high solidarity projects and making the most of local products. With this
initiative the aim is to support the reduction of textile waste, promote
sustainable development, recycling, the circular economy, short circuits and the
collaborative economy.
The Re-Store events start upstream with the collection and sorting of clothes
from individuals wishing to participate in the events. In exchange, they get
credits that they can then use at Re-Store events to get new clothes, brought by
others.
In 2020, a Re-Store event was held on 13 September in Case-Pilote at "Boutique
Madi Sail" with a collection launched in July. At the event, approximately 150
people participated throughout the day, all in compliance with barrier measures
and procedures.
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Mouv'Outremer
D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs took part in the Mouv'Outremer seminar, which aimed to
forge links between participants with a view to building the Mouv'Outremer
community together, developing some soft skills around the four pillars
inherent in the key skills of the 21st century: Cooperation, Communication,
Creativity and Constructive Criticism, and enriching your project and refining
your positioning.
The seminar took place from 19 to 23 October and was composed of activities
related to the presentation of the Sustainable Development Goals, the
elaboration and support of one's project, collective decision making, the
meeting of companies and Martinican actors of the sustainable transition... The
seminar was then followed by work in pairs to deepen the skills and projects
developed during the seminar.
A second seminar was then held from 23 to 26 November, this time focusing on
impact, allowing participants to discover methods, tools and prototypes for
analysing the ecosystem, defining economic models, etc.
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Patchwork
The Patchwork project, launched at the end of 2020, consists of setting up an
upcycling workshop and professional training in sewing for the socioprofessional integration of 15 migrant women who are victims of prostitution
and live in the Terres Sainville neighbourhood (Fort-de-France).
The objectives of the project are to promote the socio-professional inclusion of
30 migrant women in a very vulnerable situation through the learning of sewing
and the creation of a production space, to promote the acquisition of sewing at
a professional level and interpersonal skills for 15 women, to allow the
emancipation and empowerment of at least 15 women through a creative act
(sewing) and the trend of upcycling by giving them access to a safe and
stimulating space, to enable 100 women to increase their purchasing power
through the workshop's productions, to raise awareness in local communities
about responsible consumption and waste reduction and to develop an
economic and operating model for the production workshop, providing a
sustainable the space and the generating of income for the women.
Thus, the 15 women will develop their skills and produce ecological works with a
high economic potential within a sewing workshop dedicated to textile
upcycling, waste reduction and the socio-professional integration of women.
The productions of the workshop will be promoted and sold in a dedicated
space at the ground floor of the workshop and during the Re-Store events
("Brunch and solidarity shopping"). A part of the production will be given to
women, actors of awareness-raising actions and ambassadors of ecoresponsible products.
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16 TOOLS CREATED

17 PROJECT LEADERS
SUPPORTED IN
MARTINIQUE

40 PARTNERS
WORLDWIDE

6 TRAININGS
SET UP
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Go Responsible
Launched in 2019, the Go Responsible project brings together D'Antilles et
D'Ailleurs (coordinator) in partnership with the social enterprise, Solidarity Tracks
(Greece) and BAAT, the Bulgarian association for the promotion of alternative
tourism. The project aims to strengthen the key skills and entrepreneurial
knowledge of young people in responsible tourism through mentoring, nonformal education, e-permanence support and e-commerce tutorials. And on the
other hand, to provide professionals working in the youth field with adapted and
open access tools and resources.
Within the framework of the project, an online platform is created. The objective
and ambition of this European Portal of Responsible Tourism is: to be the first
non-profit Euro-Caribbean platform dedicated to youth initiatives of Responsible
Tourism and proposing to list and give visibility to the already existing European
initiatives/companies/services of Responsible Tourism, as well as those created
within the framework of the project, to propose a space of work and
accompaniment of the young project leaders (accompanied by the project Take
your chance, Go responsible! and beyond the partnership) through the FORUM
space, animated by each of the partners.
Also, in 2020: 2 training sessions on "entrepreneurship and responsible tourism"
for 17 participants in total, followed by distance coaching, 3 online webinars
gathering more than 30 participants worldwide, 7 e-tutorial videos were created
(playlist on youtube) by experts and a mapping of responsible tourism initiatives
was made.
Link to the Playlist
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React-Act Prevent Sexual Violence through Youth work
The React-Act Prevent Sexual Violence Through Youth Work project, ending in
December 2020, involves 5 EU countries, namely Cyprus, Greece, Poland, France
(Martinique) and Spain. This project aims to provide youth NGOs with innovative
tools and means to adopt, plan and implement successful prevention policies,
strategies, programmes and practices to combat sexual violence against
children, adolescents and young people. Approaches used include information
sharing, awareness raising, education, training, networking and cooperation,
using non-formal learning tools and methods. The project activities include
mobilities of youth workers and young people concerning the prevention of
sexual violence, setting up online challenges to raise awareness of young
people and youth workers about the fight against sexual violence, setting up
coordination meetings with the project partners, creating an online forum and
open space to increase the accessibility of information, the creation of a booklet
on European legislation and practices on the prevention of sexual violence.
Within the framework of the project, an online platform was created with
modules developed by the partners for youth workers to implement activities to
prevent and combat sexual violence.

Link to the platform
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Act Positive
The aim of the Act Positive project is to improve the resilience and use the
strengths of young European generation migrants, based on positive
psychology theory, through the development of courses, innovative training
tools and a fun e-learning platform to support 2nd generation migrants to
develop relevant skills that will enable them to achieve employability, using key
concepts and processes of positive psychology.
During the project, research will be initiated addressing the following areas:
What are the necessary skills that the training course for second generation
migrants should address to improve their employability? Which is the most
appropriate format for training materials and learning content to meet the
needs of the target groups? What type of pedagogical approach should the
partners apply to ensure the highest possible participation in the project's
training courses? What is the most appropriate and effective way to evaluate
the training materials and the overall project results? What other existing
resources can be adapted/redesigned to maximize the effectiveness of project
products?
In 2020, the project and research were launched locally at each of the project
partners following the Kick Off Meeting which was held online due to the health
crisis.
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Taste of Fusion Learning
The Taste of fusion Learning project was launched in March 2020. The objective
of this project is to develop and implement an innovative learning pathway,
where fusion recipes become the tool for acquiring key skills (verbal, numerical
and digital literacy). Sixty adult migrant women (single mothers with few
qualifications, low income, marginalized, ...) are accompanied through a multisensory approach. The project is implemented in partnership with the
associations Elan Interculturel (Paris); Digmun (Ceuta - Spain) and Cesie (Italy).
Project activities include the creation of training modules on the multi-sensory
approach, literacy; community mapping for intercultural learning; the
establishment of fusion recipe laboratories; digital skills training courses, the
production of fusion recipe videos.
In 2020, partners were hosted in Martinique for a multi-sensory learning
training, interrupted by the announcement of the first lockdown. Another
training, online this time, was conducted as well as about 30 workshops in
Martinique of literary and numerical literacy through activities related to fusion
cookery.
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Fusion
Launch of the project Fusion - Intercultural Education for Social Inclusion in the
framework of this project led by the Italian NGO Cesie in partnership with
associations from Martinique, Kenya, Ecuador, Spain and India, Da&Da will host,
for ten months, two young volunteers from India and Ecuador who will work on
an educational kit about heritage and youth inclusion. There will be a ten-month
volunteer opportunity in India.
The project began with a kick-off meeting in February 2020, which was held
between the various project partners and coordinators. Due to the COVID-19
health crisis and the inability of partners and volunteers to travel, much of the
project activities have been postponed to 2021.
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You Get Competencies
The project "You get competencies" aims at sharing and pooling knowledge,
experiences and reflections of youth actors on social inclusion and employment
support of young people without qualifications to broaden the educational
approaches of youth structures, to promote the transfer of practices between all
participating countries, to involve local partners of participating countries
throughout the project to support and integrate young people without
qualifications.
For this purpose, surveys and interviews with young people without
qualifications and local companies are organized to find out the personal and
professional skills needed to secure employment. Subsequently, a framework of
key competencies to be possessed in order to get a job (from the point of view
of the young person as well as the employer) is realized and put online on
youtheclub.eu. An educational booklet is also produced to promote the project's
sound educational practices via youtheclub.eu. Finally, thematic workshops for
young people are set up to facilitate their professional integration.
In 2020, a data collection on transversal skills was organized between
Martinique, Greece and Portugal, followed by activities 'My representation of the
world of work' organized at the local level in the 3 partners.
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Made In Woman
In April 2020 the Made In Women project was launched, led by Da&Da in
partnership with organizations from Dominica, Madagascar, Luxembourg, Italy
and Peru. The project aims to develop the MadeInWomen e-commerce
platform. A network of women who, by purchasing products "made exclusively
by women", support their empowerment and emancipation.
The women designers will be gradually integrated into the development
strategy and will actively participate in the decision making regarding the
projects and actions to be carried out with a share of the profits generated by
the sales and at any time they will be free to leave the platform and launch their
own branding.
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Punch
The Municipality of Castrignano dei Greci, in partnership with the Cultural
Association "Fattoria Pugliese Diffusa", has decided to develop the project
"P.U.N.C.H." (Participation of citizens far from the EU for the enhancement of
cultural heritage) within the framework of the democratic commitment and
civic participation and the specific measure Network of Cities of the Europe for
Citizens Program. The objective of the project is to give underrepresented
citizens the tools to actively participate in the construction of EU policies and to
create intercultural initiatives for valorizing the European cultural heritage, as a
tool for inclusion and cohesion for small communities in rural and peripheral
areas.
The PUNCH project represents a network of 16 partners (4 associations linked to
municipalities, 5 municipalities and 7 civil society organizations) from 11
countries of the European Union and Macedonia and Serbia. The activities of the
project focus on the exchange of good practices between the project partners in
the field of heritage valorization and the socio-economic integration of young
people in difficulty. The project also foresees the training of 16 youth leaders /
decision makers and local administrators and the organization of activities
related to this theme.
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EC-Net Network of town
The objectives of the EC-Net project are to evaluate the long-term impact of the
projects implemented as city networks over 10 years on citizens, direct
participants and participating institutions; but also to improve the
understanding of the programme's priorities during the year and to formulate
recommendations for the new decade of the City Networks and Europe for
Citizens programme (or its successor), as well as to have the opportunity to work
with strong partners across Europe.
The main activities of the project will be 6 international events, accompanied by
participatory research, interviews and communication activities. Project
participants (policy makers, civil servants, activists) will share their practice and
experience, drawing inspiration from each other. The project also plans to
engage in direct dialogue with policy makers and administrators of the Europe
for Citizens program for a tangible impact.
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Walking Towards Employability
Launch of the project Walking Towards Employability - unlocking the
entrepreneurial skills of vulnerable communities through Walking Tours in
October 2020. The project originates from the need of the partner organizations
to identify sustainable and transferable entrepreneurial models for young
people and, above all, to address their socio-economic inclusion. More
specifically, the project designs and tests an innovative skills pathway for young
people built around the Walking tours model.
The project designs and tests an innovative skills pathway for young people built
around the walking tour model and based on five innovative modules and tools:
Starting a sustainable collaborative walking tour business ? A mapping of
perspectives and initiatives. Create a tourist attraction where apparently there is
nothing? What is it and how to organize it? How to set up a Sustainable Walking
Tour? The course combines forms of entrepreneurship (business networks and
collaborative economy) with the educational values of cultural heritage and
social cohesion (community and/or responsible tourism).
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VIP Everywhere
The aim of the VIP Everywhere project is to reduce the incidence of all forms of
violence in the school reality, a major step in the prevention of school dropout
and juvenile delinquency, by training teachers from high-risk educational
environments, designing, adapting and putting into practice activities to
prevent and reduce violence in schools, raising students' awareness of all
possible types of violence, as well as of the negative impact of the phenomenon,
both as a victim and as an aggressor, developing effective strategies for dealing
with violent problems and sharing experience of good practice at European
level. To achieve this, this strategic partnership addresses students, teachers,
parents and the local community.
Through the activities of the project, teachers and students will be better able to
oppose violence as they acquire skills and strategies against violence, learn
preventive means and where to turn when exposed to violence on themselves
or on those around them. Parents and local community members will be
informed about violence and learn how to deal with it. With the help of this
project, students, teachers and educational personnel from different countries
will have the opportunity to communicate, share their ideas and feelings on the
subject.
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Green Interculturality
Green Interculturality has a twofold objective: Firstly, to foster the inclusion of
adult migrants by developing language skills, increasing networking,
integrating a new environmental context and valuing their knowledge and
experience. On the other hand, the project also aims to provide adult educators
with pedagogical tools so that they can implement inclusion workshops related
to environmental awareness.
The activities of the project are the realization of discussion groups and research
on the intersectionality between social inclusion and environmental awareness,
the implementation of workshops : co-construction theater with adult migrants
and members of the host society using forum theater; co-construction
linguistics with adult migrants aimed at stimulating the acquisition of linguistic,
environmental and intercultural skills; co-construction art therapy with adult
migrants and members of the host society in order to create an eco-responsible
map of the places in the area to appropriate the physical space for better
integration.
In 2020, the project started with the realization of a kick-off meeting between
the partners. The action research was also launched on the integration of
migrant people through activities related to the environment.
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More regular resumption of mobility
Several mobility projects for young people and youth actors (exchanges, training,
volunteering...), as well as transnational meetings in the framework of
cooperation projects, had to be postponed to 2021 because of the health crisis.
These mobilities will be resumed when the health situation is more conducive to
mobility.

Expect the unexpected
Realization of a European training of youth actors of 9 days which will be held in
Martinique and which aims at developing and equipping the youth actors of 11
organizations of Europe and the OR with knowledge and effective tools for the
management of crisis situations during European youth projects related to
mobility.

Power of time
Implementation of a European training for youth actors from 11 European
organizations, in June 2021, with the aim of offering participants involved in
volunteer programs the opportunity to exchange and acquire key knowledge
and skills on how to manage a self-help network called "The Bank of Time", as
well as methods to energize volunteers.

Yes Club
Launch of phase II of the Yes Club project - Youth Entrepreneurs Social Clubs, a
learning platform dedicated to youth workers and professionals in order to
strengthen their skills and knowledge and better accompany young people in
the development of projects with a high social impact.

Agros
Launching of the AGROS project, implemented by 7 partners with the aim of
promoting green roofs as a citizens' response to environmental protection,
active participation and involvement of citizens, and the sustainable
development strategy of municipalities and areas and providing the target
groups with all the necessary skills and knowledge oriented towards green roof
practices.
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Perse
The Perse project aims to promote the creation and sustainable development of
youth workers who can serve as "social bridges" between the educational,
cultural and creative sectors across Europe. Through a unique experiential
learning method that will merge art, research and technology-based learning,
they will be able to co-design with an artist, a scientist... engaging educational
activities for young people to stimulate their creativity while experimenting with
the links between different disciplines and enhancing the development of their
key competences.

CopArte
The CopArte project aims to create training modules for young professionals in
order to equip these workers with tools so that the young people (in vulnerable
situations) they accompany can establish autonomous youth business
cooperatives. The content of the activities will be based on the identification and
development of socio-emotional skills, digital skills and creative and intercultural
skills.

DiGi-tool: Distance Guidance & Innovation
The Digi-Tool project aims to modernize and update the educational tools of the
participating organizations, so that they can meet the current needs of the
target group. It also aims to develop the skills of youth educators in terms of
monitoring methods and non-formal distance education.

New Office
In 2021, D'Antilles et D'Ailleurs is moving its offices to a new location: Le Trois
Lieu. Designed like a puzzle with interlocking pieces, Le Trois-Lieu is home to
three associations (DA&DA, Le Mouvement du Nid, FLAM - Femmes LatinoAméricaines en Mouvement) all driven by a desire for social innovation.
Combining their fields of action, they work together with a network of partners
to accompany the various publics, promoting an integrated and intersectional
approach to socio-economic integration, bringing together in one place all the
collaborative energies.
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Responsible Tourism

Eco-citizenship

Raphaël Concept

LokalLife

D.E.S. Découvertes

ADLVP

Office du Tourisme du Centre, site du Lamentin

Conseil Citoyen de Volga-Plage

Anoli Tours

BL Consulting

United Caribbean

K-Rimi

Ted Conseil

L'espoir pour une nouvelle vie

Consul honoraire du Guatemala

Youth

Gender

Émergences Secourisme

Association Féministe Culture
Égalité

Madin KB
HOME'let
Les Ceméa
Kap Caraibe
MILCEM
Croix Rouge
MILSUD
Mouvement du Nid
Communauté d'agglomération de l'Espace Sud
Martinique

Collectif 8 Mars Martinique

Ypiranga / Jardin Partagé de Trenelle Citron

Caribbean Boss Lady

Insert'Art
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Guadeloupe

French Guiana

Arrimage Good'îles

Perspective Femmes et Avenir
Guyane

Adiles

Association Peup'en harmonie

Patrimoine vivant de Marie-Galante

Lycée général technologique et
professionnel agricole de Macouria

CKB
DMJ Guadeloupe

Rest of the World
National Council of Dominican Women (Dominica)
Association of Art and Craft Producers of Dominica (Dominica)
CforC (Madagascar)
Ainbo (Peru)
Disha International Foundation Trust (India)
JRP, Jeevan Rekha Parishad (India)
Fundacion Atasim (Ecuador)
COHECF (Kenya)
YESD (Vietnam)
Asociación Civil Red De Accion Climatica (Argentina)
TOIT (Nepal)
Peaceworks (USA)
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Europe and its neighbors
M2C (Germany)
Group One (Belgium)
BAAT (Bulgaria)
NAMRB (Bulgaria)
Regional Department of Education - Pazardzhik Bulgaria (Bulgaria)
CSI (Cyprus)
LT Synergy Ltd (Cyprus)
Social Policy and Action Organization (Cyprus)
YEU (Cyprus)
Associació Animacción España (Spain)
Associacio La Xixa Teatre (Spain)
Building Bridges Cultural Association (Spain)
DIGMUN (Spain)
IES Calvia (Spain)
INTRAS (Spain)
Elan Interculturel (France)
E-Juniors (France)
Lemi4H (Finland)
Metsäkartano youth center (Finland)
Villa Elba (Finland)
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Solidarity Tracks (Greece)
Innovation Hive (Greece)
Larissa Municipality (Greece)
KARPOS (Greece)
USB (Greece)
Agenzia Umbria Ricerche (Italy)
AITR (Italy)
Cesie (Italy)
FPD (Italy)
TAMAT (Italy)
Tia Formazione Internazionale Associazione (Italy)
Kaunas (Lithuania)
Women in Digital Initiatives (Luxembourg)
Sveti Nikole Municipality (ARYM)
DABROWA MUNICIPALITY (Poland)
HOPP (Poland)
ECOS (Portugal)
Associacao Educativa Nacional de Inclusao e Inovacao Nas Escolas
(Portugal)
Vila Nova De Carveira Municipality (Portugal)
Nameless Art Association (Romania)
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Novi Sad 2021 Foundation (Serbia)
Raska Municipality (Serbia)
CECF (Sint Marteen)
Manra (Slovenia)
Sotla (Slovenia)
Zasavje (Slovenia)
Buyuk Ortadogu Saglik Ve Egitim Vakfi (Turkey)
Sahnahan Ortaokulu (Turkey)
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Commission Européenne - Erasmus Plus
Conseil de l’Europe
ADEME Martinique
Ministère des Outre-Mer
DRAJES (DJSCS Martinique)
CTM
CAF Martinique
DEAL
CAESM
CACEM
Cap Nord
Commissariat Général à l’égalité des territoires
Ville de Fort de France
Ville du Robert
GIP du Lamentin
Fondation Chanel
Fondation EDF
Fondation pour l'Homme et la Nature
Rotary Club du François

Thank you !
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"Building bridges for new horizons."

